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Abstract

We show that handedness is a product of a multifaceted biosocial developmental process that begins prenatally and continues into adulthood. Although right-handedness predominates, handedness varies continuously across the population. Therefore, our phrase “multiple trajectories” refers to both differences in developmental pathways that can lead to similarities in handedness and similarities in pathways that can lead to differences in handedness. The task for the researcher is to identify how, when, and for what actions the trajectory of handedness development can be maintained or changed for an individual. Given the complexity of these developmental pathways, it is likely that the asymmetric sensorimotor activity that occurs during the development of handedness influences other hemispheric variations in neural processing. Indeed, researchers
have investigated how handedness relates to cognitive, social, and emotional functioning because handedness represents different patterns of hemispheric specialization. Although the story of handedness development is not complete, it is well worth pursuing because it makes the development of brain–behavior relations more transparent, especially for hemispheric differences in function.

1. INTRODUCTION

For adult humans, handedness is a universal feature of their behavior and identity. Nearly all adults use one hand preferentially, and most often with more proficiency, on tasks requiring speed, precision, and skill. Most of these tasks involve tool use and although the “preferred” hand often may work alone (e.g., using a computer “mouse”), many tasks require both hands with one hand playing a supporting role (steadying or adjusting the position of the object) as the other hand engages in more precise actions with the object (e.g., dealing playing cards). This bimanual action is called role-differentiated bimanual manipulation (RDBM), and the preferred hand for unimanual tasks is most often the preferred hand for the precision actions in RDBM.

Both evidence from self-report questionnaires and unimanual proficiency tasks for which speed of execution and accuracy can be recorded (e.g., moving pegs from one row of holes to a second row) show that handedness is not a dichotomous or trichotomous trait but rather is continuously distributed across members of the population with a sharp skew toward right-handedness (Annett, 1985, 2002). Thus, there are two forms of bias in handedness: (1) that one hand is preferred over (or is more proficient than) the other and (2) that the right hand is typically the preferred, more proficient, hand. In both biases, the difference between right and left hand varies continuously across individuals both in preferred-use and proficiency.

Because there is no consensus about how to classify individuals along this continuum, studies differ in criteria for classification and hence, the proportion of “right-handed” individuals in any sample can vary from 80% to 97%. Although left-handedness varies with familial handedness and seems to “run in families”, only 25–45% of the offspring of two left-handed parents are left-handed compared with less than 10% for two right-handed parents. These distributions “spoil” most genetic and social-learning models of handedness because the 10% proportion of left-handed offspring of two right-handed parents is too high and the proportion of left-handed offspring of two left-handed parents (35–45%) is too low (Annett, 1974, 1985). Left-handedness also appears to be more common in males than in females (Papadatou-Pastou,
Martin, Munafo, & Jones, 2008), which may reflect an influence of differences in gonadal hormones (Geschwind & Galaburda, 1985).

Although cultural groups vary in the proportion of self-identified right-handed adults, there is no predominantly left-handed cultural group or even one with more than 18% left-handedness (Annett, 2002; Marchant, McGrew, & Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1995). Indeed, there is no historical evidence of anything other than predominantly right-handed cultural groups (Coren & Porac, 1977; Coren, Searleman, & Porac, 1982). Anthropological evidence suggests that the right-hand predominance appeared early in hominid evolution (Frost, 1980; Volpato et al., 2012). However, some have argued that the right shift in handedness distribution emerged with the great apes (Halpern, Guentuerkuen, Hopkins, & Rogers, 2005; Hopkins, 2006; MacNeilage, Studdert-Kennedy, & Lindblom, 1987, but see Cashmore, Uomini, & Chapelain, 2008; McGrew & Marchant, 1997; Papademetriou, Sheu, & Michel, 2005). Corballis (1997, 2009) proposed that there was a genetic mutation in hominid evolution (perhaps associated with the evolution of bipedal locomotion and/or affecting hemispheric specialization for language functions) that promoted preferential use of the right hand. Whatever the source, the right bias in human handedness is certainly a species-typical trait that likely has prevailed throughout human evolution (Falk, 1980; Frost, 1980; Spennemann, 1984; Toth, 1985; Volpato et al., 2012), although different cultures may have differentially enhanced or reduced its manifestation.

As an aspect of individual variability, handedness appears to be “related” to several other functional differences among individuals. An examination of the literature (more than 46,000 articles—PubMed search, June 2012) shows that “non-right-handedness” is associated with a host of psychological traits (e.g., autism, Attention Deficit-Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) developmental coordination disorder, schizophrenia and bipolar disorders, Down’s syndrome, dyslexia, learning disabilities, stuttering, and sexual partner preferences) and medical conditions (e.g., congenital adrenal hyperplasia, arthritis and ulcers, recovery from brain damage, stature, and early menarche). Although most of the psychological traits involve developmental psychopathologies, there are some associations with left-handedness that are culturally admired and rewarded (e.g., athletic skills, cognitive–spatial abilities, and artistic talents). Nevertheless, many of the associations with left-handedness or non-right-handedness appear to be detrimental to the individual’s reproductive success. Therefore, non-right-handedness should be under a natural selective pressure that would reduce its prevalence in the population. On the contrary, there is some evidence that the proportion of non-right-handedness...
has remained constant in the population (Raymond, Pontier, Dufour, & Moller, 1996). Thus, both the predominance of right-handedness and the maintenance of a small proportion of left-handedness in human populations must be explained by any account of handedness development.

There are three reasons why reproductively detrimental phenotypes may continue as associations with non-right-handedness:

1. The associations are relatively new in human evolution and currently are in the process of elimination through natural selection. The end result would be the disappearance of non-right-handedness. This explanation is unlikely because there is no evidence that these associations are new or that there is a decline in the proportion of non-right-handers (Raymond et al., 1996);

2. The associations are only occasional pleiotropic consequences of the adaptively significant characteristics of humans and therefore may be manifested among a minority of individuals. A distinctly lateralized functional organization of the brain may have been an important development for the evolution of Homo sapiens, and one consequence of that is the occasional production of phenotypes that are atypical (Crow, 2002); and

3. The associations are a pleiotropic consequence of the adaptive significance of the polymorphism (or polyethism) in handedness. Left-handers or “mixed-handers” may be at an adaptive advantage (compared with right-handers) in some unique aspect of the human niche (e.g., as artist, architect, and athlete); hence, their proportion is maintained in the population. Left-handers appear in unusually higher proportions among occupations and activities typically involving visual–spatial skills (Mebert & Michel, 1980; Preti & Vellante, 2007; Raymond et al., 1996).

There is some evidence of the adaptive significance of both the predominance of right-handedness (Michel & Harkins, 1985) and the maintenance of the polyethism (Annett, 1995; Annett & Manning, 1989; Billiard, Faurie, & Raymond, 2005; Raymond et al., 1996). However, the adaptive significance of the polyethism has received little systematic investigation. Nevertheless, it is both the right predominance and the maintenance of a minority of left- and mixed-handed individuals that must be accounted for in any theory of the developmental origins of handedness.

Handedness is both an example of a lateralized functional asymmetry of the brain and it is “related” to other brain asymmetries of both anatomy and physiology (Annett, 2002; Bishop, 1990; Bradshaw & Rogers, 1993; Corballis, 2009; Crow, 2002; Halpern et al., 2005; Jones & Martin, 2010; Kinsbourne, 1997; Knecht et al., 2000; McManus, 2002; Steinmetz,
Volkmann, Jäncke, & Freund, 1991). Handedness (or even familial sinistrality; Carter–Saltzman, 1980; Isacs, Barr, Nelson, & Devinsky, 2006; McKeever, 2000) seems to affect the manifestation of lateralized asymmetries in brain structural and functional organization, especially for language. Nevertheless, despite more than 50 years and tens of thousands of studies examining the relationship of handedness to psychological and medical problems, neuropsychological functioning, and neuroanatomy in adults, there are few solid results. In part, this is because most researchers have used measures of handedness that have no theoretical basis or empirical validation and the classification of individual handedness into separate subgroups is based on arbitrary criteria (Bishop, 1990). Measures of the development of handedness must use reliable and valid procedures and use classification techniques that are statistically defensible.

Although developmental research depends on good descriptive information, describing handedness, even in adults, is somewhat problematic (Bishop, 1990; Provins & Cunliffe, 1972). There is no consensus about whether hand-use preferences should be identified via statistically evaluated measures of actual performance, self-reports of performance obtained via questionnaire, or self-assignment. Only actual performance measures can be employed with infants and young children.

Many studies of adults identify handedness by asking the participants or by noting their writing hand (Casasanto, 2009). Some more “sophisticated” studies categorize individual handedness according to a “screening” questionnaire (Willems, Hagoort, & Casasanto, 2010), and most use the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI) (Oldfield, 1971) with arbitrarily defined scores creating the handedness groups (e.g., scores of 52–100 = right handed and −100 to +51 = not right handed). As do most questionnaires, the EHI primarily identifies the hand used for manipulating tools (e.g., toothbrush, knife, and spoon), most of which are culture bound (Perelle & Ehrman, 2005) or constrained to modern history (e.g., striking a match and using scissors), and the proper use of these tools (often involving control by the right hand) is taught in childhood. Therefore, the hand-use preference for these activities is confounded by how the individual was “taught” to use the tool. Of course, it is possible that in some cultures, parents unconsciously adjust their tool use “training” to relate to the young child’s preference. However, it is likely tool use training will reflect cultural biases rather than the preferences of the child.

Responses on handedness questionnaires are poorly related to manual proficiency (Bishop, Ross, Daniels, & Bright, 1996; Bryden & Steenhuis, 1991; Cavill & Bryden, 2003; Flowers, 1975; Provins & Cunliffe, 1972;
Steenhuis & Bryden, 1989; Todor & Doane, 1977). Left-handers identified by questionnaire exhibit extreme heterogeneity in their manual skills (i.e., they report performing more tasks with their right hand than right-handers do with their left hand). Left-handers identified by hand proficiency are more homogeneous in their manual skills (Steenhuis & Bryden, 1989; Todor & Doane, 1978), and only those with high left-hand proficiency exhibit evidence of right hemisphere speech functions (Satz, Achenbach, & Fennell, 1967). Questionnaires, also, cannot distinguish between those with ambilateral scores who have high-level performance with both hands and the more common occurrence of those with low-level performance with both hands (Doane & Todor, 1978; Todor & Doane, 1977). Thus, determining handedness by questionnaire or even, as some have proposed, by writing hand is not sufficient to capture the variability of adult and child handedness.

The relatively weak association of handedness with cerebral asymmetry for speech control may be an artifact of particular operational definitions of handedness. “Handedness” is a self-identifying symbolic concept in children and adults. Although it must be tied to some aspect of brain functioning (“I am right-handed”) may have neural mechanisms more in common with the self-identifying concept “I am an American”), the neural mechanism for a self-identifying construct may be quite different from the mechanisms controlling manual proficiency. The mechanisms controlling manual proficiency may be more closely related to the mechanisms controlling speech production. Therefore, it is difficult to justify using an identity or questionnaire measure of handedness as a way to understand the relation of handedness to other complex sensorimotor skills such as speech. These issues of classification and measurement are seldom addressed when examining the development of handedness.

Most questions about the development of handedness have focused on the right bias in its distribution in the population. When and in what form does the right bias in handedness appear? When the bias appears, is it stable or does it change in either direction or degree? If initially unstable, when does the right bias become stable? Does the development of handedness or its right bias follow the same course for all individuals, including males and females? What governs the course of handedness development?

1.1. When and in What Form Does the Right Bias in Handedness Appear?

Developmental studies of handedness begin in the first fetal trimester and extend into adulthood. By 9–10 weeks, fetuses exhibit independent limb movement. Ultrasound recording showed that 75% of 10-week fetuses
moved their right arm more frequently than their left and 13% moved their left arm more frequently (Hepper, McCartney, & Shannon, 1998). At 15 weeks, more fetuses had their right thumb in their mouth (Hepper, Shahidullah, & White, 1991). This right thumb bias was highly correlated with their handedness (as reported by parents) at 4 years (Hepper, Wells, & Lynch, 2005). Because this fetal manual asymmetry is related to childhood right-handedness, it was interpreted as reflecting early hemispheric specialization. Unfortunately, fetal lateralization of thumb sucking and arm movement was not independently confirmed by more systematic study (de Vries et al., 2001).

Although the developmental origin of handedness may begin in the uterus, it may not be related to differences in hand/arm movements or thumb sucking. Research frequently shows that the developmental origins of species–typical traits begin with nonintuitively obvious patterns quite distinct from the species–typical forms manifested later (Michel & Moore, 1995). Thus, the origins of handedness need not reside in the early differences in hand or limb use in utero but rather may reside in some other asymmetrical biases such as fetal posture and position.

The neonate’s postural preference approximates its prenatal posture (Dunn, 1975). Intrauterine position is considered to be a major contributor to the organization of postnatal posture and “reflexes” (Caesar, 1979; Schulte, 1974). After the 16th week of pregnancy, the size, shape, and specific gravity of the fetus combine with the shape of the uterus and pelvic ring to restrict movement and position of the fetus in the uterus. The most prevalent uterine position is left vertex that places the fetus’s head “down” and the left side “pressed” against the mother’s backbone and pelvis (∼85% of fetuses). This position constrains left arm movement and head turns directed toward the left. The maintenance of fetal posture throughout most of the latter half of pregnancy likely affects the elasticity of the skin and muscles as well as calibrates some general “set points” in the muscle spindle cells in the muscles of the arm and neck.

After delivery, gravity induces muscle stretch that violates spindle set points that initiate contractions that produce the characteristic neonatal postures and their similarity to fetal postures (Caesar, 1979). Subsequent recalibrations of spindle set points and greater supraspinal influence eventuate in a postural change and greater control relative to gravity (Coryell & Michel, 1978; Rönnqvist, Hopkins, van Emmerik, & de Groot, 1998).

The neonate’s supine head orientation preference (HOP) is predicted by the fetal position in utero (Michel & Goodwin, 1979). Subsequently, the HOP is predictive of the early development of hand-use preferences for
certain manual actions (Michel, 1981; Michel & Harkins, 1986). HOP is likely a consequence of asymmetrically lateralized activation of neuromotor mechanisms at the level of brain stem nuclei, cerebellum, thalamus and basal ganglia (Rönnqvist et al., 1998) that have been established in utero and partly influenced by the fetus’ position rather than simply a reflection of hemispheric specialization (Michel, 1983, 1988). As a consequence of the HOP, a neonate is more responsive to auditory and tactile stimulation of one ear and cheek, respectively, than the other (Turkewitz, 1977). Turkewitz (1977) proposed that the neonatal lateralized asymmetry of sensory and motor characteristics is an early predictor of later forms of other lateralized functions, including handedness. Michel (1981) reported that the HOP of 150 (81 males) neonates had a distribution of rightward to leftward preferences similar to those found for handedness in adults. Twenty (11 males) of these neonates were selected to have their hand-use preferences for prehension assessed at 12, 16, 22, 32, 40, 51, 60, and 78 weeks postpartum. Ten (5 males) had a neonatal rightward HOP and 10 had a leftward HOP. Their supine HOP was assessed more extensively at 3, 6, and 8 weeks postpartum. The correlation between their neonatal and post-neonatal HOP was significant, but 5 of the 20 infants changed their preference between assessments. Both the neonatal HOP and the post-neonatal HOP were predictive of infant hand-use preferences for prehension throughout the eight assessments, although the post-neonatal HOP was the more reliable predictor (Michel & Harkins, 1986).

HOP results in differential proprioceptive and visual experience of the hands and limbs that is important for the development of their visually guided control (Hein, 1980). Even relatively minor asymmetries in neuromotor action and visual experience of the left and right hands can produce differences in the cortical and subcortical mechanisms controlling motivated hand use (McFarland, 2009; Spinelli & Jensen, 1982). The direction of HOP also affects limb differences with the face-side hand/arm exhibiting more movement and grasping actions and availability for visual regard (Michel & Goodwin, 1979; Michel & Harkins, 1986). Neonates are reported to move their right arms more frequently and to take “swipes” at objects in their field of view. Also, objects placed in the hands during the first 2 months postpartum elicit a stronger grasp (Tan, Ors, Kurkcuoglu, & Kutlu, 1992) with longer duration of holding (Caplan & Kinsbourne, 1976). Because the neonate’s HOP affects such limb differences, it is likely that these reported asymmetries are a consequence of the HOP (Michel, 1983). If we position the head opposite to the preferred HOP, the infant’s
hand and arm movements are shifted to the “new” face-side hand (Michel, 1981). Hence, the HOP seems to be affecting directly the bias in hand and arm movements (Rönnqvist et al., 1998).

By 8–10 weeks, the HOP has disappeared and the infant maintains a midline position for the head (Rönnqvist & Hopkins, 1998). Michel and Harkins (1986) found that the hand that was used initially for swiping at visually presented objects in the infant’s midline at 12–16 weeks is the same hand that was on the face side during the earlier observed HOP. By 4 months, infants exhibit “directed reaching” toward objects but acquisition was unlikely. Again, the predominant hand for this reaching (left or right) is the face-side hand from the previous HOP. By 5–6 months, infants are able to acquire objects and they use the same hand that they used for directed reaching. Infants maintain this preference for acquiring objects for the next 12 months.

Thus, the development of handedness during infancy begins with an HOP that creates asymmetrical motor actions and hand regard. These asymmetrical “experiences” predict the hand that will be later used for reaching. It is likely that the HOP results in an asymmetry of visual–proprioceptive map of space because the face-side hand is moved more, creating more proprioceptive and corollary neural activity associated with that hand’s position in visual space and its “felt” position relative to the body. Therefore, the face-side hand ought to have an advantage in reaching for objects located in space relative to the infant’s body. That advantage concatenates into a greater probability of contacting the object, acquiring it, and building more extensive cortical–basal ganglia reentrant circuits for the “motivational” control of that arm (McFarland, 2009).

Unimanual (e.g., banging or shaking the object) and nondifferentiated bimanual actions become more frequent from 7 to 12 months postpartum (Kimmerle, Mick, & Michel, 1995). A hand-use preference for unimanual actions appears by 11 months, and that preference is predicted by their previously established hand-use preference for acquiring objects (Hinojosa, Sheu, & Michel, 2003). Furthermore, the hand-use preference for unimanual manipulation likely contributes to the hand-use preference in RDBM. As a result of the hand-use preference for acquiring objects and manipulating them, the preferred hand will have established many more “programs” or “schemas” (Michel, 1991) that can be employed with any object that affords RDBM.

Although infants exhibit RDBM as early as 7 months (Kimmerle et al., 1995), it is only a minor part of their repertoire (until 13 months)
and seems to emerge entirely from the properties of the object, rather than from the coordinated actions by the infant. By 12–13 months, infants exhibit a hand-use preference for RDBM, and only at 13 months, do RDBM actions appear to be coordinated by the infant (Kimmerle, Ferre, Kotwica, & Michel, 2010). Thus, during the 6– to 14-month period, both unimanual actions and RDBM actions are only a small portion of the infant’s manual repertoire and hand-use preferences in those actions appear only in the later months. Consequently, the action of acquiring objects is the only manual skill that is relatively constant in the manual repertoire and can show hand-use preferences during the 6– to 14-month age period. By 12–14 months, the strong hand-use preference for acquiring objects will appear to “weaken” as the infant more frequently uses the nonpreferred hand to acquire an object so as to engage more immediately in RDBM actions with the preferred hand (Michel, Ovrut, & Harkins, 1985).

By 18 months, infants are engaging primarily in RDBM and can solve many tasks that require an RDBM action (Nelson, Campbell, & Michel, 2013). A toddler’s hand-use preference for RDBM is predicted by his/her hand-use preference for acquisition as infants. Moreover, a group of toddlers, who had no hand-use preference for acquiring objects as infants, developed a hand-use preference for RDBM during the period from 18 to 24 months (65% right handed and 30% left handed).

Using her peg-moving task, Annett (1985, p. 392) provided evidence that by 3–5 years of age, the distribution of skill differences between the hands was equivalent to that of adults. Hence, the same right shift in handedness skill shown by adults is apparent in preschool children. Although children may change their hand-use preference after 5 years of age, their subsequent pattern of handedness is likely to be different from that of children who do not change the pattern established during their first 5 years (Bryden & Steenhuis, 1991).

So, the right bias in hand-use preference can be observed quite early in infancy and may relate to the proficiency bias observed in preschool children’s peg-moving skills. Infant hand-use preference likely derives from prenatally and neonatally established postural asymmetries that facilitate a bias in visually guided hand use. Those same postural asymmetries exhibit a continuous distribution (with a sharp right bias) that would account for the early development of left hand-use preference. The postural origin of handedness provides a developmental explanation for both the right bias in the distribution and the maintenance of left-handedness.
1.2. Is the Right Bias Stable or Does It Change in Either Direction or Degree? If Initially Unstable, When Does the Right Bias Become Stable?

Although it is conventionally assumed that the directional bias in handedness is stable only by 4–8 years of age (Dubois et al., 2009), improvements in skill and motor control continue during the preteen years. As in adults, left-handedness is more common in school-aged boys than in girls (Harris & Carlson, 1993). Cross-sectional studies show that right-handedness appears to increase with age (Gilbert & Wysocki, 1992; Iwasaki, Kaiho, & Iseki, 1995; Lansky, Feinstein, & Peterson, 1988) and may be explained by the following hypotheses:

1. Left-handedness may be correlated with lower survival, resulting in the decrease in left-handedness among older people (Coren, 1989; Halpern & Coren, 1991);

2. Social pressures against left-handedness have declined, so that younger people are less restricted and therefore show higher incidences of left-handedness (Brackenridge, 1981). Also, with increasing age, social contacts increase, which may increase the probability of switching toward right-handedness;

3. Society is right biased. Tools are made for right-handed individuals and, in time, this causes a shift toward dextrality in left-handed individuals (Porac & Coren, 1981);

4. Cerebral dominance development continues throughout life and causes the increase in right-handedness (Brown & Jaffé, 1975; Fleminger, Dalton, & Standage, 1977).

To distinguish among these hypotheses requires longitudinal studies that investigate the development of lateralization within individuals.

Many have argued that handedness in infancy is not a stable trait and that handedness cannot be reliably identified until the ages of 4–7 years (McManus et al., 1988) or somewhere between 6 and 10 years of age (Fennell, Satz, & Morris, 1983; Gesell & Ames, 1947). Infants are reported to change their preferences in hand use for reaching and manipulating objects, as well as their choice of one-handed versus two-handed strategies (Fagard & Lockman, 2005) across observation periods. Indeed, within-individual variability is a prominent characteristic of infant manual asymmetries (Corbetta & Thelen, 1999, 2002; Fagard, 1998; Piek, 2002; Thelen, Corbetta, & Spencer, 1996).

The consensus is that infant hand-use preferences are too variable across assessment procedures and unstable across age to be assessed reliably or to
provide accurate predictions about adult handedness status. “Infants initially use both hands indifferently (Corbetta & Thelen, 1999; Rönnqvist & Domellof, 2006), then preference for one hand becomes clear generally from 18 months of age on (Fagard & Marks, 2000) and is more and more pronounced during the following years (Ingram, 1975)” (Dubois et al., 2009, p. 414). Of course, even adult handedness can appear variable according to the demand characteristics of the tasks used for assessment (Doane & Todor, 1978; Provins & Cunliffe, 1972). Early in development, measurement of handedness can be influenced by choice of task, type of action measured, and the infant’s comprehension of the task demands.

Because manual abilities change dramatically during infancy (Michel, 1988), research on the development of handedness during infancy has vacillated between two general notions: (1) infant handedness is ephemeral, is nonexistent, or fluctuates with state or transitions in the control of the limbs for locomotion and postural control (Corbetta & Thelen, 2002) and (2) infant handedness is a manifestation of an underlying inherent and constant asymmetry of the cerebral hemispheres (Kinsbourne, 1997; Witelson, 1990). The latter notion is difficult to empirically falsify, but the former notion can be empirically evaluated. Our current research, using a large sample of infants (n = 275) assessed monthly from 6 to 14 months, found that lateralized hand use for acquiring objects does not change in relation to transitions in the control of locomotion (Babik, Campbell, & Michel, in press for 2013). In contrast, the bimanual acquisition of objects does change in relation to changes in posture.

Variability in the type of handedness assessed and methodology (ages of assessment, frequency of assessments, and time between assessments) is likely to have contributed to the conventional notion that handedness is unreliable and unstable before 6–10 years of age (Ferre, Babik, & Michel, 2010; Schaaßma, Riedstra, Pfannkuche, Bouma, & Groothuis, 2009). Moreover, Michel (1991, 2002) argued that how the preference is defined can affect its apparent stability (Michel, Sheu, & Brumley, 2002). For example, defining a hand-use preference by a simple difference between hands (a “handedness index”; Ramsay, 1980) may show less stable preferences across assessment ages than a preference defined by statistical estimates of whether the inter manual differences are likely to have occurred by chance (Michel et al., 2002; Michel, Tyler, Ferre, & Sheu, 2006). Also, Ferre et al. (2010) found that four bimonthly longitudinal assessments during the period from 6 to 14 months of age show a different pattern of handedness development (no significant trend in hand-use preference) than nine monthly assessments.
(a significant quadratic trend for right hand-use preference). Infant handedness reflects the consequences of an immature but rapidly developing nervous system and appears to be sensitive to various assessment procedures and conditions. Nevertheless, this does not mean that infant handedness is unreliable or even unstable or cannot be characterized.

Characterizing the pattern of handedness development during infancy is important because the cerebral hemispheres of the human brain control different functions, especially in adults, and handedness is both an example of such hemispheric asymmetry and associated with many other lateralized functions. Hemispheric specialization is expressed in side biases for information processing, and the control of actions in handedness is such a side bias with the left hemisphere controlling right-hand actions (Serrien, Ivry, & Swinnen, 2006; Volkmann, Schnitzler, Witte, & Freund, 1998). The right-biased distribution of handedness in the population resembles the distinct left hemisphere distribution of control of speech and other language functions. Because handedness is readily observable and can be assessed throughout most of the life span, Michel (1983, 1988, 2002) proposed that knowing how handedness develops could serve as a model for the investigation of the development of other forms of cerebral asymmetry, especially hemispheric control of speech functions.

Because the bias in distribution of right-handedness in the population has drawn the most interest, we can begin the search for the origins of the right bias in handedness by seeking similar biases in earlier forms of behavior. Longitudinal studies can show the path of development along with details of individual development. The data collected will have to be subjected to statistical modeling techniques that permit identification of the underlying trajectories and how these are influenced by changes in neurodevelopmental status, development of sexually differentiated characteristics, familial dynamics, differences in physical environmental contexts, and so on. Using too few assessments of an individual’s handedness status early in development will not show how handedness comes to be related to so many psychological and medical phenotypic traits because those assessments can be readily affected by the infant’s state and the conditions of the assessment.

We propose that object acquisition skills should be the focus of studies designed to assess the trajectory of the development of hand-use preferences during the period from 6 to 14 months of age. It is the most prevalent (and sufficiently challenging) manual skill in the infant’s repertoire, and it becomes manifested after establishment of the skills of reaching for and contacting objects, and it is incorporated into all other manual skills.
involving object manipulation (tool use and the construction of objects). Because handedness in reaching and object contact relates to handedness in object acquisition (Michel & Harkins, 1986) and handedness in acquiring objects relates to handedness in object manipulation (Hinojosa et al., 2003), acquisition of objects is pivotal for the early development of handedness. We have found large individual differences (Fig. 9.1) in the trajectories of handedness for object acquisition (Ferre et al., 2010; Michel, Babik, Sheu, & Campbell, submitted), and nine monthly assessments permit identification of the nonlinear individual and group developmental trajectories.

Using a reliable and valid assessment procedure (Michel et al., 1985) capable of identifying significant differences ($p < 0.05$) in the use of each hand at each monthly assessment visit during the 6- to 14-month period (Michel et al., 2002), we assessed the longitudinal character of hand-use preference for 328 infants. Three types of developmental trajectories for acquiring objects were observed (Michel et al., submitted): those who manifest a stable right hand-use preference (about 38%), those who manifest a stable left hand-use preference (about 14%), and those (48%) who have a

Figure 9.1 Observed developmental trajectories of handedness for three randomly selected infants from each of the three latent groups (top row—right-handers, middle—no preference, and bottom—left-handers) identified by group-based trajectory modeling.
significant trend toward right-hand use (Fig. 9.2). Despite previous claims, right-handers and left-handers maintain their handedness for acquiring objects across 6–14 months and “no-preference” infants seem to be changing toward right-handedness. Thus, although there is variability across visits, these groups are distinguished by their hand preferences, which likely represent different patterns of neurobehavioral development.

Even during infancy, right hand-use preference is predominant over left hand-use preference. Yet, a substantial portion of infants do not manifest a consistent preference of hand use for acquiring objects. Therefore, additional longitudinal research is needed to determine whether right-biased fetuses, neonates, infants, or preschoolers become right-handed adults, whereas their left-biased counterparts become left-handed adults.

1.3. Does the Development of Handedness Follow the Same Course for All Individuals, Including Males and Females?

Previous research has reported that males and females may differ in their hemispheric specialization and handedness patterns (Annett, 1994; Jones & Martin, 2010; McManus, 2002). We discovered the typical sex difference (more non-right-handed males than females) in both the handedness assessment and in our validating block play task (Michel et al., 1985). A meta-analysis confirms that more males than females are likely to be left handed or ambilateral (Papadatou-Pastou et al., 2008). However, because there were no differences in proportions of males and females among the three groups identified by our analysis of the trajectories for hand-use preferences for acquiring objects for 328 infants, perhaps, the sex difference in handedness

---

Figure 9.2 Estimated trajectories of handedness for the three groups defined by the latent class analysis (NP—no preference).
emerges later in development. Currently, the origin of these sex differences is unknown.

It is important to remember that left-handedness is not the mirror image of right-handedness (Michel, 1998) but represents its own pattern of neurobehavioral organization (Jones & Martin, 2010; Knecht et al., 2000). Indeed, the reason researchers investigate the relation of handedness to people’s cognitive, social, and emotional functioning is because handedness is thought to represent different patterns of hemispheric specialization. As noted earlier, it is the pattern of hemispheric specialization (not handedness, per se) that is believed to affect psychological functions.

1.4. So What Does It Mean for the Infant’s Development if He/She Is Developing along a Right- or Left-Handed Trajectory?

Studies of children and adults (Casasanto, 2009; Casasanto & Henetz, 2011) suggest that left- and right-handed infants may be developing symbolic and abstract concepts differently. What, then, does that mean for the large proportion of infants who exhibit no hand-use preference? Does developing handedness status affect development of language abilities, object construction skills, tool-using skills, visual–spatial abilities, and executive functioning? Are the three patterns of developing handedness that we discovered associated with differences in the development of these abilities?

Kotwica, Ferre, and Michel (2008) found that infants without a hand-use preference were slower at developing the kind of object management skills that Bruner (1973) considered to be important in the development of symbolic abilities. If handedness is relevant for the development of tool-using skills, symbolic abilities, and so on, then infant handedness must play a fundamental role in the theories about, and empirical investigations of, infant cognitive, social, and emotional development.

1.5. What Governs the Course of Handedness Development?

Several explanations have been proposed to account for the course of handedness development. The developmental psychobiological explanation incorporates all of them within a general framework.

1.5.1. The Gene Explanation

Handedness may become related to so many psychological and medical phenotypes via gene-influenced hemispheric differences between right- and left-handers in neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, which, in turn, produce differences in cognitive and affective processing (McManus, 2002).
Family, twin, and adoption studies have provided evidence of a significant genetic association with handedness (Carter–Saltzman, 1980; Jones & Martin, 2010; Klar, 1996; McManus & Bryden, 1992; Medland et al., 2009; Neale, 1988; Sicotte, Woods, & Mazziotta, 1999; Van Agtmael, Forrest, & Williamson, 2002; Warren, Stern, Duggirila, Dyer, & Almasy, 2006; but see Laland, Kumm, Van Horn, & Feldman, 1995; Risch & Pringle, 1985, for alternative views). Even family history of sinistrality influences assessments of both individual handedness and hemispheric specialization (Annett, 2002; Corballis, 2009; McKeever, 2000).

The nature of the genetic association with handedness remains unknown. A segregation analysis of family data (Risch & Pringle, 1985) concluded that the data were consistent with a single-locus or a polygenic model of inheritance. Although several single-locus models of handedness exist (Annett, 1985; Klar, 1996), none fit all of the family and twin study data. Laland et al. (1995) presented a model of handedness that proposed that no distinct genetic variation underlies differences in handedness. Rather, variation in handedness is the result of a combination of cultural and developmental factors plus a small polygenic influence.

Of course, this does not mean that handedness is a learned or trained characteristic. Neale (1988) used biometrical genetic methods to analyze handedness data for monozygotic and dizygotic twins and found a significant common environment component and a heritable sex difference, with slightly more males likely to be left handed. Although there is no doubt that handedness represents a prevalent biologically significant characteristic, the genetic role in manifest handedness appears to be small, at best.

Despite the weak evidence for a genetic influence on handedness, its species-typical characteristic and relation to hemispheric specialization for language prompted searches for genetic distinctions between human and other primates that may relate to these lateralized asymmetries. Crow (1994, 2002), argued that the laterality gene is located in the Xq21.3/Yp11.2 region of homology on the X and Y chromosomes and suggested protocadherin XY as a likely candidate. Supporting evidence came from a study showing a higher concordance of handedness in siblings of the same sex than in opposite-sex siblings (Crow, 1994, 2002). McKeever (2000) and Corballis (1997, 2009; Corballis, Lee, McManus, & Crow, 1996) have suggested that the gene may be on the X chromosome alone. Indeed, Laval et al. (1998) reported that relative hand skill was associated to marker DXS990 on the X chromosome. However, a genome–wide search for the handedness gene failed to find an X–linkage but rather the region 2p11.2–12 on chromosome.
2 was a likely candidate (Francks et al., 2002). Subsequent investigation narrowed the locus to the “leucine-rich repeat transmembrane neuronal 1” (LRRTM1) gene on chromosome 2p12, a maternally suppressed gene that appears to be associated paternally with handedness and schizophrenia (Francks et al., 2007). Because surveys of handedness have found a stronger maternal than paternal influence (Annett, 2002), it seems unlikely that LRRTM1 is the only gene involved in handedness and cerebral asymmetry. Linkage analyses have pointed to other regions of interest, including 17p11-q23 (Francks et al., 2003), 10q26 (Van Agtmael et al., 2002), and 12q21-23 (Warren et al., 2006). Inconsistencies among these reports might be because of differences in handedness definitions, differences in populations, or how the data were analyzed.

Gene explanations seek to account for the lower prevalence of left-handers as well as its familial association. The most prominent and parsimonious genealogical model posits that handedness is determined by a single gene with two alleles, one from each parent (Annett, 1978, 2002). The model assumes a relation between the left hemisphere control of speech and right-handedness. When the allele is present, the left hemisphere is biased to control speech and this increases the likelihood of right-handedness. When the allele is absent, then both the control of speech and handedness distribute randomly and independently. Oddly, it is not clear why the hemisphere controlling speech in the absence of the allele does not affect handedness, because it is the cerebral control of speech, when the allele is present, that supposedly creates the bias toward right-handedness. Either the allele biases handedness independently of its influence on left hemisphere control of speech (so that they can develop independently of one another when the allele is absent) or the allele prompts the development of left hemisphere control of speech, which in turn prompts the development of right-handedness. If the latter, then handedness and hemispheric control of speech should be more tightly associated, even in the absence of the allele, than the theory proposes. If the former, then how does the allele bias handedness development? Annett’s model does not address these issues.

Because genes operate during the development of phenotypic traits within processes involving interactions with various environmental and experiential events (Michel, 2010), it is likely that hemispheric variations in the neurophysiology involved in cognitive and emotional phenotypes may be influenced by the asymmetric sensorimotor activity manifested during the development of handedness. Embodied cognition theory (which proposes that our actions in the world encode our cognitive processes) could

account for how developing handedness skills might influence the development of cognitive and social/emotional differences between left- and right-handers (see below).

1.5.2. The Brain Explanation
Handedness and cerebral functional asymmetry are not unique to humans. Nevertheless, activities that are uniquely human (language) or are more highly developed in humans (manual skills) are linked to human cerebral asymmetries. Annett (2002) proposed that the genotypes underlying left-preference and no-preference individuals each represent a pattern of hemispheric development that may be different from that of strongly right-handed individuals. Handedness is associated in the adult brain with functional and anatomical hemispheric asymmetries in the speech perception/production and sensorimotor networks (Basso, 1992; Serrien et al., 2006). Moreover, both cerebral dominance for language and handedness are linked in their distributions, with a greater proportion of right hemisphere dominance for language found among left-handed people than among right-handed people (Corballis, 2009).

The brain explanation proposes that handedness reflects anatomical and physiological asymmetries in brain regions relevant for motor control (Kinsbourne, 1997; Witelson, 1990). Different stages of development in the manifestation of handedness are presumed to reflect different brain areas (e.g., fetal asymmetries reflect spinal and brain stem asymmetries). At the cortical level, specialization for programming finely timed sequentially organized movement patterns required for speech is employed for the control of the contralateral (preferred) hand. The apparent dissociation between handedness and cortical participation in speech control contradicts this hypothesis. However, the relation of handedness to cortical participation in speech control is clearer when proficiency measures of handedness are used.

Embodied cognition theory provides one developmental account for how psychological processes become instantiated in brain processes. Embodied cognition proposes that the processes of conceptualizing, language, and abstract reasoning comprise mental simulations of bodily experiences of actions on objects and interactions of the self with others (Anderson, 2003; Aziz-Zadeh, Wilson, Rizzolatti, & Iacoboni, 2006; Barsalou, 2008; Beilock & Holt, 2007; Boulenger, Hauk, & Pulvermüller, 2009; Lakoff & Johnson, 1999; Oppenheimer, 2008). Accordingly, our comprehension of events, situations, or words involves an implicit mental simulation of our previous sensorimotor engagement with similar events, situations, or physical
referents, using regions of the brain that support the perception and action for such engagement (Longcamp, Anton, Roth, & Velay, 2005; Willems et al., 2010; Willems & Hagoort, 2007; Willems, Toni, Hagoort, & Casasanto, 2009). Embodied cognition shares historical antecedents in the theories of intellectual development proposed by Baldwin (1895), Bruner (1973), and Piaget (1952), each of whom argued that symbolic cognitive processes derive from sensorimotor abilities developed during infancy and mediated through alterations in brain functioning.

Modern embodiment notions propose that mental simulations arise from correlations among bodily experiences (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999; see also Overton & Mueller, 2012) that create “mental metaphors.” These mental metaphors incorporate a sensorimotor “source” domain (representing the structure of our actions) into a conceptual “target” domain that has a similar structure. This embodiment permits the ability involved in our judgments of “the height of people’s excitement, the depth of their sadness, or the breadth of their compassion” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). Linguistic metaphors subsequently encode these mental metaphors. However, mental metaphors that lack linguistic metaphors (Murphy, 1996) also are derived from our engagement with the environment (e.g., our representations of time (Boroditsky, 2000, 2001), number (Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993), similarity (Casasanto, 2008), emotionally valenced concepts (Casasanto & Dijkstra, 2010), emotional attachment (Williams & Bargh, 2008), and power (Schubert, 2005)).

If sensorimotor source domains constitute conceptual domains (e.g., abstract concepts), then, these concepts should be instantiated by the same neural structures involved in perception and action in the physical world. Indeed, participants who read action-related verbs (e.g., kick, pick, and lick) activate the effector-specific regions of premotor cortex that are activated when they move the effector associated with these verbs (Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2006; Boulenger et al., 2009; Gonzalez & Goodale, 2009; Willems & Hagoort, 2007). Casasanto and Dijkstra (2010) proposed that because action and emotion are intimately linked in our everyday experiences, abstract concepts carry either positive or negative emotional valence and this mediates their relation to action that also can have emotional valence (Maxwell & Davidson, 2007). In this way, such abstract concepts as intelligence, kindness, honesty, poverty, politeness, or ethics (which cannot directly engage our senses or be acted upon) can be embodied.

According to Casasanto (Casasanto & Henetz, 2011), beginning in infancy, people physically approach things typically identified as positive and withdraw from things typically identified as negative (Hane, Fox, Henderson,
& Marshall, 2008). Approach-related behavior is correlated with positive valenced experience and is lateralized to processes in the left frontal lobe, which controls the right side of the body, whereas avoidance-related behavior is correlated with negative valenced experiences and is lateralized to the right frontal lobe, which controls the left side of the body in right-handed individuals (Davidson, 1992). Actions performed with the right side of the body (e.g., contracting the muscles of the right hand or the right side of the face) reportedly create positive affect, whereas the same actions performed with the left side of the body create negative affect (Davidson, 1992; Schiff & Bassel, 1996).

Embodiment theory predicts that there should be differences between right- and left-handers in the left–right lateralization of positive/approach and negative/avoidance characteristics because the more proficient (preferred) hand acts more effectively on the environment. This greater sensorimotor proficiency has been shown to correlate with more positive evaluations of the objects of those interactions (Beilock & Holt, 2007; Oppenheimer, 2008). Thus, Casasanto and Chrysikou (2011) proposed that expertise in using our preferred hand implicitly associates positive/good emotions/good qualities with that side of our bodies and negative/bad emotions/bad qualities with the side we use less proficiently (the nonpreferred hand).

If concepts and word meanings are constituted by simulations of our own actions, then right- and left-handers, who consequently interact with their physical environments in systematically different ways, should form correspondingly different mental representations. Also, if thinking about actions involves mentally simulating the way we execute them, then actions that we perform with our preferred hand such as throwing a ball, turning a key, or writing should have different hemispheric representations in right- and left-handed individuals (Willems & Hagoort, 2007).

Comparison of premotor Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) activation during a lexical decision task showed that the pattern of lateralization for manual-action verbs (e.g., grasp or throw) versus nonmanual-action verbs (e.g., kneel or giggle) was opposite in right- and left-handers (Willems et al., 2010). Imagining manual actions also is lateralized oppositely for left- versus right-handers (Willems et al., 2009). Moreover, left-handers are more likely than right-handers to associate left with positive ideas and right with negative ideas. Right- and left-handers tend to link good (positive emotional valence) things like intelligence, attractiveness, honesty, and kindness more strongly with the same side of space as their preferred hand. Thus, right- and left-handers
appear to engage in correspondingly different neurocognitive processing, even with highly abstract concepts, as a consequence of the emotional valence associated with the proficiency of their preferred hand (Casasanto, 2009).

If mental metaphors are created differently in right- and left-handers via a developmental history of asymmetrical sensorimotor experience by which their preferred hand acts on the environment, then the development of variations in abstract thinking in children should be linked to the pattern of their handedness development. Thus, there may be three “types” of neurocognitive developmental trajectories, two representing those who develop strong right- or left-handedness early in infancy and one representing those who do not develop strong hand-use preferences during infancy. Because handedness continues to develop after 14 months of age (particularly for that proportion of infants without a hand-use preference), it is likely that these trajectories continue to shape subsequent development. Research on adults shows that most members of a group of “ambilaterals” manifest poor manual proficiency with either hand (Doane & Todor, 1978; Flowers, 1975). Hence, we might expect a different development of their conceptual ability and perhaps less distinct hemispheric specialization of function. In this way, notions about the embodied differences in cognitive processing among right-, left- and ambiguously handed individuals can be tested beginning with the early development of handedness.

It is likely that infants become motivated to reach for (i.e., approach) things that provide positive feedback (retrieved to the mouth and provides stimulation that is not too intense—e.g., sweet, soft, and round) and not to reach for things that provide negative feedback (retrieved to the mouth and provides intense stimulation—e.g., bitter, cottony, and spikey). This associates positive stimuli and approach behaviors with the preferred hand (mediated by the contralateral frontal lobe). Thus, hemispheric specialization for affective processing (and cognitive processing) could emerge from experienced “action–emotion” correlations, as right- and left-handers use their preferred hand for positive/approach behaviors. Different action tendencies in right- and left-handers could be both a cause and an effect of differently lateralized neural systems for affect, motivation, and cognitive processing.

1.5.3. The Social–Cultural Explanation
This explanation emphasizes the role of education, socialization, and cultural proscriptions in the development of handedness. Indeed, handedness is most obvious for actions that require special training and practice such as writing and utensil use. Also, the proportion of left-handers is much
reduced in cultures that discourage left-hand use for such actions. Even in “left-hand-tolerant” societies, left-handedness is less prevalent because of the predominance of “right-handed” artifacts.

Mother–child interaction is another social influence. Right-handed mothers prefer to cradle infants with their left arm (Donnot & Vauclair, 2007), whereas males have no preference (Damerose & Vauclair, 2002). Cradling by mothers induces asymmetrical sensory input and head and arm movements, potentially influencing development of lateralization. Although left-handed cradling may restrict right-arm movements, it supports an infant right HOP and the HOP modulates the side preference of adult cradling, but cradling does not modulate HOP (Bundy, 1979).

Harkins and Michel (1988) observed that infants of left-handed mothers were more likely to be left-handed (64% with significant left-hand use) than were infants of right-handed parents (0% left handed) and infants of left-handed fathers (0% left handed). Using Briggs and Nebes (1976) handedness questionnaire, Mundale (1992) created three groups of mothers with different handedness and observed differences in mothers’ play with their infants during three bimonthly 7- to 11-month visits. Right-handed mothers used their right hands significantly more often for placing the toys in front of their infants, activating movable parts of the toy, moving the toy about, placing the toy in their infant’s right hand, and deliberately maneuvering their infant’s right hand to engage the toy in play. Left-handed mothers did use their left hand to place the toy in front of their infant, to move the toy, and to maneuver the infant’s hand to engage the toy. However, left-handed mothers were not as strongly biased in these actions as right-handed mothers, and for most actions, they had a right-hand bias similar to right-handed mothers. Thus, left-handed mothers were not the mirror image of right-handed mothers in their interactions with their offspring. Mothers without a distinct hand-use preference used their hands in ways more similar to right-handed mothers than left-handed mothers. There are many potential caregiver influences on the development of handedness; however, Mundale’s (1992) study shows that assessing the influence of maternal handedness on the development of infant handedness will require large-scale longitudinal study.

Porac, Coren, and Searleman (1986) found that social pressures within families increase right-handedness: males from right-handed parents were more likely to switch from left- to right-hand use than males with one or two left-handed parents. Also, Dawson (1974) reported that proportion of left-handedness is much lower (0.6–3.4%) among more conforming societies than among more permissive nonconforming societies (~11%).
These studies demonstrate how social situations may constrain the development of left-handedness.

1.5.4. The Developmental Psychobiological Explanation

Handedness is a complex character derived from biosocial processes during development. In behavioral–genetic research, the construct of endophenotype is used to denote complex developmental pathways that “channel” genotypes onto possible phenotypes. Developmental psychobiology provides research strategies that show the dynamic bidirectional relationships between the individual’s biological processes and the individual’s social and physical environment that make up these developmental pathways (Michel & Moore, 1995). The phrase “multiple trajectories” in this chapter title applies to both differences in the developmental pathways that can lead to similarities in handedness and similarities in developmental pathways that can lead to differences in handedness. The task for the researcher is to identify what factors during development contribute toward maintaining the consistency of the individual’s trajectory and what factors contribute toward changing the trajectory.

If we consider development as a continuous process of individual–environment interactions, even individuals beginning with the same fertilized egg (identical twins) will necessarily be exposed to different interactions with their own environments (e.g., different cellular constituents as the zygote separates in twinning). This places each zygote in relation to each other and in a different relation to variation in the uterine environment. Continued interactions along this pathway can lead to divergences in the phenotypes of the twins and these likely account for the discordance on handedness in monozygotic twins. For twins, the developmental questions are the following: what factors support concordance and what factors support discordance in the developmental trajectories of their phenotypic characteristics.

After decades of research, we proposed a theory of handedness development during infancy (Michel, 2002) in which the trajectory of development is a complex cascade of contingencies involving prenatally influenced congenital postural asymmetries that feed into the establishment of early infant sensorimotor asymmetries of the use of the arms and hands with hand-use preferences reliably observed initially in acquiring objects and eventually in RDBM, construction skills, and tool use by the individual’s second year postpartum (Fig. 9.3). Handedness for RDBM during the toddler period (18–30 months) likely relates to the development of handedness in skill differences that begin to appear in the preschool period. The asymmetries,
throughout the trajectory, interact with the caregiver’s handedness (a result of the caregiver’s development within a specific cultural context) to further shape the individual’s hand use such that by 18–24 months, most children have a hand-use preference across a range of unimanual and bimanual skills that will form the basis of all future hand actions. Our theory accounts for the predominance of right-handedness, the maintenance of a small proportion of left-handers, and the continuum of handedness across individuals.

Previously (Goldfield & Michel, 1986; Michel, 1998), we found that only infants with a stable hand-use preference for acquiring objects exhibit better coordination of their bimanual action reaching to obtain large objects when either hand is perturbed by a barrier or is slightly weighted. Thus, a hand-use preference was associated with the development of more effective bimanual control of the movement of the hands in space. Also, infants with a stable handedness manifest those manual skills that have been associated with the cognitive capabilities of “planning” sooner than those without a preference (Kotwica et al., 2008). Such results prompt examination of the relation of tool use and construction skills, design-copying skills, and notions of abstract concepts to the three types of handedness development we observed during infancy. With such knowledge, we may understand why uncommon patterns of handedness (left and ambilateral) are related to the development of uncommon psychological and medical phenotypes.

Figure 9.3 Dynamic character of the trajectory of handedness development during infancy.
As the trajectories of handedness development are charted into the school-aged period, it may elucidate how preschool measures of design-copying skills manage to become excellent predictors of middle school mathematics, science, and reading achievement test scores (Cameron et al., 2012; Grissmer, Grimm, Aiyer, Murrah, & Steele, 2010). Although design-copying skills are conventionally interpreted as visual–spatial abilities, they may more appropriately represent visual–motor manual skills. As such, individuals with early hand-use preferences ought to exhibit better skills when copying designs than those without early hand-use preferences. If early handedness development is related to better design-copying skills of children, then the three patterns of infant handedness development may represent the three patterns of neurobehavioral development highly relevant for the development of scientific, reading, and math skills.

2. CONCLUSIONS

Handedness is a product of a multifaceted biosocial developmental process beginning prenatally and continuing well into adulthood. More information is needed on when, how, and for what actions the trajectory of handedness development may be maintained and changed. Although the story of handedness development is not complete, it is well worth pursuing because we can enrich our understanding of the development of handedness and brain–behavior relations, especially for hemispheric differences in function.

Given the complexity of developmental psychobiological pathways, it is likely that hemispheric variations in the neuroanatomy and neurophysiological processing involved in cognitive and emotional phenotypic expressions during development could be influenced by the asymmetric sensorimotor activity manifested during the development of handedness. Thus, those developmental processes that give rise to handedness also could give rise to the contrasting psychological and medical phenotypes often reported between left- and right-handers. There is much to be learned about the development of handedness, and that knowledge is likely to be a rich source of information about psychological development, in general.
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